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decrease　in　the　primary　industry　ratio．This　de丘n三tion　might　beかersuasive

givenlthe　mderstanding　that　the　primary　industry　ratio　is　the　key　variable

of　urbanization，and　that　urbanization　is　the　centraユtheme　of　th6social

change　that　is　going　on　in　postwar　Japan．But　nobody’has　ever　proved

that　the　prima取indus七ry　ratio　is　the　only　variable　indicating　urbanization．

Some　altematives　may　be　possible．Moreover，social　change　might　better

be　understood　as　multilinear　process　rather　than　as　unilinear　one．If　so，we

must　take　additional　social　variables　into　consideration　and　study　the　inter・

relationshipamongthem．Wemaythus五ndbetterindices　of　urbanization
and　cast　some　light　on　other　aspects　of　social　change，・O亡r　research

strategy　for　detecting　the　c舞aracterist三cs　of　social　change　Lis　to・find　the

structure　of　the　interrelationship　among　the　sociaL　variables　and　to　trace

the　main　trend　of　these．variables　through－the　use　of　variance　ahalysis8and

principal　component　analysis．9　The　social　variables　that　we　take　to　re・

present　the・characteristics　of　social　cha血ge　are　as　follows；

　　　　（1）the　primary　industry　ratio：♂

　　　　（2）thesec・ndaryindustryrati・ぜ

　　　　（3）the　tertiary　industry　ratio：諾3

　　　　（4）the　dif［erence　of　the　primary　industry　ratio：命1：＝妨＋1一妨

　　　　（5）the　difference　of　the　secondary　industry　rati6：∠勉蓼二灘釜＋1』・娚

　　　　（6）thedi琿erence・fthetertiaryindustryrati・：瑠二諾1＋・一魂

　　　　（7）the　annual　growth　rate　of　the　industrial　population　or　the　industrial

　　　　　　population　growth　rate：詔7’

　　　　（8）the　annual　growth　rate　of　the（tota1）population　or　the　population

　　　　　　growth　rate：諾8

　　　　（9）the　ratio　of　the　people　who　live　in　densely　pgpulated　areas（to　total

　　　　　　population），or　the　densely　populated　ratio：詔9

Here　superscripts　identify　variables　and　subscripts　denote　the　time．．

Result　of　the　Principal　Co董ponent　Analysi6

　　　　Welgiveweight　or　factor　loading　to　these　ninevariables　and　factor

score　to　the　constituencies．

　　　　Censuses　are　conducted　every五ve　years．丁瓢e　Ce血sμses　inl　thepostwar

period　were　conducted　in　the　years1950，1955，1960，and1965。There　are

1170r・118representative　constituencies　in　a11．10

8Cf・Kendall・MG・・Tゐ8且4η4卿丁脚御ノS蜘∫ご5・NewY・rk・聴？r、P章blish・
　　ing　Company，1951，pp．175－246．

g　　Cf．Harman，H．H．，砿04θ”z勘o∫07Aπ4砂5∫3，Chicago，Univefsity　bf　Chica座o　Press，

　　1960，pp．154491．Horst，P．，F4‘♂oプAπ礎ys∫50／1）4如ル臨甥oε3，New　Y6rk，Ho1亡INC．，

　　1965，pp，156－177．

■o　In　the　general　election　in1967，several　new　constituencies　were菖eparated　from　old

　　ones　and　now　we　have123constituencies圭n　a1L　But　fQr　the　sake　of　the　uniformity
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Table 1: The Expl~n~tory Power o~ the Principal Qou~ponent A~aalysis 

(~ vari~bles for social stFucture) 

(percent) 

Census Year 
Ainount of lrrformation 

1950 1955 1960 1965 

First Principal-Factor Axis 

Second Principal-Factor Axis 

57.3 

36 *8 

68.7 

22.4 

80.6 

17.4 

70.5 

20.3 

The result. of the principal component analysis upon the social vari-

ables shows a very geod fit. The absolute value , of the largest characteristic 

root is considerably larger than that of the other characteristic roots and 

consequently the explanatory power of the, first principal factor is very 

larg6 which guarante~s us a high reliability of the result. 

The interpretation of the axes might be shown in Chart l. The first axis 

is interpreted as a rural-urban axis. This interpretation is derived from the 

fact that the primary industry ratio takes a high positive value on the first 

axis while secondary and tertiary industry ratios, and the population growth 

rate take high negative values on this axis. We take it to be strong indicators 

of the rural-urban features of the constituencies* The second axis is not 

easily interpretable. The difference of the secondary industry ratio could 

be takeri as an indicator of industrializing and if it takes a high value on 

the second axis and a low value on t. he first axis, the second axis can be 

interpreted as the industrializing axis. However, this variable is not alway 

clearly identifiable with the second ax.is and this interpretation is thus 

weakened. But the location of this variable does not, in my opinion, com-

pletely neutralize this interpretation. 

Examining Figure l, we have the follow- Chart 1. 

ing conclusions : = 

(1) The primary industry ratio is the best R~~l 

index for ' urbanization ~ecause it is always 

10cated at a point close to and high up on the 

first axis. This finding is important and con- l~dustri,',ii,i~g N'~'1~d~=t*.Ii=i~g 

firins the general expectation. 

(2) The population growth rate and the , 
densely populated ratio are the next best indices Urb'* 

for urbanization because they are always located 

low down and close to the first axis. 

of analysis, the new constituencies have been included in the old ones. With this 

modification, we have 118 constituenc.ies in 1967. The number was 117 before Amami 

Oshima was returned to Japan. 
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Some　noteworthy　conclusions　are　summarized　in　below．

　　　Up　to1955，thefe　was　not　so　much　resemblance　between　the　vot・

ing　Patfern　ofむhe　Councillors’elections　and　that　of　the　repreβentative　ones．

After1956’s　election　of　Councillors（セhe丘rst　one　after1955），we　can　easily

identi五y　a　signi五cant　similarity　between　those　two　levels　ofelections。Let

us・ca11this　tendency　the　“convergency”　of　the　Councillors7election　toセhe

representative　one．It　is（1uite　parallel　to　the　representative　elections　that

the　LDP　is　located　always　high　up　in　the　first　axis　and　the　JCPうthe　non・

votersl　the　DSP　and　Komeitσare　found　almost　always　low．down　in　the

axis．　One　of　the　most　conspicuous　features　in、the，Councillors，、election　is

the　location　of亡he　JSP．This　party　has　gained　a　conservative　voting　sup・

port　pattern　since　the　beginninεof　this　period。・In　l1959，the　JSP　is　rather

far　from　the　LDP　but　it　still　remains・in　the　conservative「zone．、In19627

the　JSP　comes　very　close　to　the　LDP．In1965，the　former　comes　so　cIQse

to　the　latter　that　they　are　almost　midenti五ably　by　their　conservative　in－

dices．The　conservatization　of亡he　Socialist　Party　goes　on　far　earlier　in　the

Councillors，elections　thah　their　repres6ntative、counterparts．

　　　Lastly，let　us　examine　the　voting・pattem　of　the　prefectural　election5．

At　this　level　o∫e1㏄tions，we　can　also圭dentify　a　clear　tendency　of3

　　　（1）The　petrification　of　the　votingpattem　after1955・

　　　（2）The　converging　tendency　toward　the　r¢presentative　elections　after

1955．、

Figure5will　support　these　conclusions、The　locations　of　the　LDP　after

the1959’s　prefectural　dection　seem　to　be、almost　the　same　with　and　as’

stable　as　those　at　the　representative　and　Co亘ncillors’1evds　showing　the

remarkable　stability　of　the　voting　Pattern・of　this　party謂丁気e　location＝of

the　JSP　i8different　from　those，at　the　repre呂entative　level　andαlsσat　the

Councillors’1eve1．We　noticed　the　conservatization　of『the　JSP　at　those

levels　of　elections．But　in　the　elections　at・the prefectural　leve1，．the　situa－

tion　is　somewhat　d遜erent．Though　we　can　trace　similar　tendency，there

exists　a　definite　moving　lag∴In1959，the，JSP　is　higぬ1y、progressive．　In

1962，the　party　moves　toward　the　conservative　direction　but3t皿remains

in　the　prog士essive　zone。，In1965，the　movement　toward・the　conservative

direction　still　continues　but　the・party　does・nQt　cross　the　borderline・’Let　us

callthisphenomenonthe“retardationinthelocalelections．’ヂ、・

Result　of　the　Variance　Analysis、

　　　Weusevarianceanalysistodetermine　how　much　the、varianceinthe
percent　of　votes　cast　for　each　pαrty　is　due　to　dif〔ere血ce　across　constituencies

（cross－sectional　or　constituency　effects）．and　how・、斑uchP　is　due　to　change
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over time, from election to election (time-serial or election effects). The 

election effects after 1955 reveal a uniform steady decrease in the propor-

tion of votes cast for the LDP. Some people might conclude Lrom this that 

the power of this party is ste~idy declining and that in the near future the 

LDP will lose control of the Diet. 

Table 6. The Election Effect of the Liberal-Democratic Party 

1947 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1955 

Representatives 5.47 2.34 7.18 - 1.23 3 61 
' 1 9-.7 3.l 

-O.56 

1956 1958 1959 1960 1962 1963 1965 1967 

Re presentatives - 8.18 -2.27 -4.76 - 2. 17 

Councillors - O.92 5.99 1.lO 2.76 

Pref ectural 4.62 2~94 - 0.75 
But' ih figureS ih the Tables 7, 8, and 9 testify against Such a hasty con-

clusion.++ The cross'sectional eff~qts (the constituency eff~cts) are consider-

ably larger than the time-serial ones (the election effects), and the un~x-

plained terms (the residuals) are also fairly larger than the time-serial 

effe~~s. The LDP is quite able to riianage out the time-serial effects ma-

n~uverin~ the residuals combined with large cross-~ectional effects. For the 

progressive partie~ aS a whole, the cross-sectional effects are still larger 

than thos~ of the LDP amotiriting as high as 73.70/0, which indicates that 

their gains in voting ~re frmly attached to the characteristics of constitu-

encies. Their corirbiried ~nexplained terms are smaller than th~se of the 

LDP. This fact seems. to us very interesting when we take it into consid-

eration that the uhexplained terms of the JSP and those of the JCP are 

very large ~nd the cross-sectional effects of them are rather small. The 

voting pattern of the progressive parties as a vrhole is quite stable or even 

more stable:thah that of _ their conservative rival. But the way of its con-

structioh is unstable. This ~indin~ will ~upport our findirigs through the 

principal comp04ent analysis and can be collaborated by .~he between-elec-

tions correlation coefficients of the parties. 

As is easily seen in this diagram, the between-election correlations are 

high in the LDP. In the JSP and in the JCP they are almost as low as 

those in the minor parties and in the indepehdents. From the above dis-

cussion we may conclude that the substitutability is low betv~een the con-

servative and the progressive but the substitutability among progressive 

parties is generally high (except the DSP). 












































